Silver Population – The New ‘Gold’ for Our Society
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**Abstract**

Global demographic trends show an ageing population, concentrated mainly in Europe and Asia, in countries such as Italy, China and Japan. This can be seen either as an issue, considering the social protection system, either as a big opportunity in keeping elders active. In both cases, the importance of modernization of social policies has become crucial around the world. In order to avoid major economic issues or social tensions, it is required to identify main areas with big impact for ageing population and consider benefits for them. The purpose of this research is to investigate the opportunities of ageing population in the context of quality of life, based on the nine dimensions proposed by Eurostat, showing that silver (population) is the new gold for society. As a preliminary research, ageing will impact material living conditions, health, leisure and social interactions. For instance, in medicine there will be a challenge to switch from traditional medical checks to tele-medicine based on gadgets that monitor health or can assist persons in their daily life and fight with illness.
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1. Introduction

Silver Tsunami also known as age wave, or silver wave is the metaphor used for population ageing. Population ageing is seen as a major success story in terms of medical advancements and social development. As a tsunami, strong wave, this demographic reality is often perceived negatively and toxic from an economic standpoint. The wave has different intensity across the globe and has been fastest in Eastern and South-Eastern Asia. Public spending, workforce and consumption patterns are not only a major challenge, but also an opportunity for growth, new jobs and a more adaptable and flexible society with well-chosen policies.

This trend is being driven by declines in fertility, increased level of education among youngers, life expectancy increment and overall tendency of reshaping our lives. At global level, countries are seeing population ageing in different ways (Barusch, 2013, p.181-184): Japan is bracing for it, Hawaii is preparing for a coordinated effort, France anticipates ageing society through new legislation laws, Italy is promoting awareness for long term care for elderly and China is facing first warnings of one-baby policy introduced in 1979.

According to data from World Population Ageing 2020, globally there are 727 million persons aged 65 years and over in 2020 (United Nations, 2020). Over the next three decades, the number of elders worldwide is projected to more than double, reaching over 1.5 billion in 2050. All regions will see an increase in the size of the older population between 2020 and 2050. Globally, the share
of the population aged 65 years or over is expected to increase from 9.3% in 2020 to around 16.0% in 2050 (United Nations, 2020).

By 2050, in Europe, based on the population projection done by Eurostat in April 2020 using baseline projections method, top three countries impacted by grey population growth will be Germany, France and Italy.

In this context, European Commission introduced the Active Ageing Index (AAI), a tool to measure the potential of older people for active and healthy ageing assuring in the same time comparability in time and space across countries. The Active Ageing Index is an aggregation representing four domains: participation in society, employment, independency, healthy and secure living and capacity and enabling environment for active ageing. Sweden obtained the highest overall score of 47.2, followed by Denmark, Netherlands and United Kingdom. At the bottom of the ranking with values around 30 are Greece, Croatia and Romania.
With the increase in population, there will be an increase in the demand and the senior living industry will need to expand in order to meet the demand, in this context increasing also the care for elderly people quality of life. Quality of life is defined by various factors and aspects and in order to be better comprehended was divided in nine dimensions (Eurostat, 2020). The relationship between age and quality of life is important but not well understood yet.

Silver economy is an economic system oriented on adjusting the spheres of production and distribution of goods and services to the needs of older people and younger generations that are entering the ageing process (Klimczuk, 2012, p.52-56).

Source: United Nations Economic Comission for Europe

Source: Eurostat
According to the official definition given by European Commission (European Comission, 2018), silver economy represents the amount of economic opportunities arising from the public and consumer expenditure related to population ageing and the specific needs of the population over 50 years. Basically, silver economy is not a stand-alone economy, but it is a component of the real economy with a well defined target group and clear overview about opportunities and expansion.

2. Literature review

A valuable contribution to understand current challenges by increasing the number of elders across the globe is by seeing the economic dimension of the trend not just the demographical one (Clark, 2004).

Borzaga et al. (2017) define silver economy as being the sum of all economic activity serving the needs of seniors 50+ from both perspectives, products and services they buy direct or the potential of the economic activity that this spending generates.

Eitner et al. (2011) consider 14 market segments which may be recognized as “silver”. In this way, silver economy is analyzed as a topic of production with an adaptable design and marketing. Also, Kryńska (2012) underlines the concept of silver economy as being a bottom-up initiative to approach ageing modern societies. Silver economy is one of the contemporary megatrends and may be recognized as the third world economy after USA and China (Gordon, 2017). In a broad sense, “silver economy” is a sector of the economy focused on satisfying the needs emerging from an ageing population (OECD, 2014)

There are multiple examples of successful international projects or initiatives aimed to improve the quality of life of the elders in Canada (Active Living in Alberta), Spain, Italy (Wellness project), Portugal (In Porto life is long), Germany, Japan, purpose being to promote a healthy ageing.


3. Research methodology

To analyze the influence of development of silver economy concept on quality of life are considered the principal domains of quality of life, the framework for the measurement of well-being developed by Eurostat. The aim for this research is to develop a model of consumer behavior in the segment of silver population using the most relevant domains for quality of life in order to highlight the opportunities for silver tsunami.

4. Findings

4.1. Living conditions

Material conditions are the most important element of a quality life. Good quality housing is an important determinant of health in older people as it is for the population as a whole. In addition, there are particular factors relating to the impact of housing on the health of older people taking into consideration that they are being forced to spend more time at home. Smart technology is helping them at home longer, give them a more dignified retirement and also bring multiple opportunities from economic standpoint.

4.2. Health and technology

Health is a fundamental human right and an important factor contributing to well-being. Sustainable economic development is based on a well-balanced workforce for young people and the elderly. As this balance shifts in favor of the elderly, productivity tends to suffer, on the one hand, and the older group demands more health services, on the other.
Despite the gloomy forecasts, the future of ageing population is not without hope. More digital technologies already in the healthcare space will become more widespread in the coming years to help reduce costs, making health one of the key areas of quality of life for the elderly. Thus, the embrace of technology is strongly supported by solid arguments in the direction of making everyday life easier with the help of robots.

**Pearl’s functions:**
- Reminding people about routine activities (eating, taking medicine)
- Guiding people through their environment

**Paro’s functions:**
- Sensors, stress reduction, stimulation of interaction

**iCat’s functions:**
- Facial expressions, functional assistant, help with various simple actions such as turning on the light, reading messages, TV guide

Market research companies are forecasting dramatic growth over the next 10 years, largely driven by the public sector in search of efficiency savings, however private consumption is also expected to become more prominent.

### 4.3. Labor market and education

Work affects the quality of life not only because of the income it generates, but also because of the role it plays in giving people their sense of identity and opportunities for social contact with others. For the elderly, retirement is a turning point in terms of professional life, which is usually
considered the end of working life. Education is the key for both the present and the future, giving to the elders the knowledge, abilities, to participate in society life, to expand the actual skills, to successfully activate, integrate and reintegrate on the labor market. In this way, two dimensions for life quality are overlapping.

Entrepreneurship among older people is an opportunity. In Europe was launched in 2015, 50+ Entrepreneurship Platform Europe, highlighting the importance of elders as an invaluable asset and must be used for the benefit of individuals, economies and society. The benefits are multiple: from the importance of mentors and role models to boosting social-economic development.

4.4. Leisure and social interactions

Participation in leisure activities for seniors is a mean to build social relationships, feel positive emotions, acquire additional skills and knowledge, and therefore improve their quality of life. One of the most interesting activity for elders up to 2020 was tourism. Globally, the 50+ population spend €109b per year on sectors directly related to tourism, close to 3% of GDP, and contributing to 100,000 jobs and inducing further economic growth in other sectors of the economy. Usually, seniors are more flexible with regards travel time, make longer trips, but in the same time are more demanding, need more information and spend rationally.

Thus, we can conclude that the quality of life for silver consumers can be described by the following model, based on the relation with the dimensions described in the J. Stiglitz, A. Sen and J.P. Fitoussi Report on Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of quality of life</th>
<th>The potential consequences of aging</th>
<th>Needs and changes in consumer behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Living conditions</td>
<td>Decrease in income</td>
<td>Smart homes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loss of mobility</td>
<td>Home automation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Personal and autonomous transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Banking applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Loss of ability to self-service</td>
<td>Global wearable technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decreased physical strength</td>
<td>(medical devices, fitness trackers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General deterioration of health</td>
<td>e-Health services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor market</td>
<td>Retirement</td>
<td>Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Knowledge and new skills developing</td>
<td>Age-friendly universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Desire for self-fulfillment</td>
<td>Education stimulates real growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Social contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure and social</td>
<td>Lack of communication</td>
<td>Travel,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interactions</td>
<td>Loneliness</td>
<td>Hobbies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Free time</td>
<td>Creativity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change the usual circle of friends</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ own research

The model of the relationship between silver population and quality of life domains was proposed on the basis of the analysis of the specific needs of older people. They are willing to pay for products or services that can enhance quality of life. Consideration of the major elements of the model needs will allow for personalized and focused goods and services, which will generate high value to the global economy in the future.
5. Conclusions

To benefit from ageing and make a positive experience, it must be accompanied by continuous opportunities for good health, participation, and security. It’s clear that in the future the structure of real economy will involve goods and services production dedicated to ageing people. At the same time it is important to emphasize that the silver economy is not just for the seniors, but also for younger generations and it has the potential to prepare them for old age.

Many challenges are coming with the silver tsunami, but also a lot of new opportunities with potential to reshape private consumption patterns over time with the potential for differential growth rates within and between wide market sectors. An important role in meeting the challenges of ageing are the new technologies. For example, more active and healthy seniors may lead to higher expenditure in areas like technology, digitalization, leisure or smart homes.

The paper highlights the relations between the main dimensions of quality of life and the silver population increase, the major characteristics of the silver market participants and the different experiences across the globe in developing opportunities.
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